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In the main manuscript, only a few apparent contact angle data were shown to demonstrate the trends with respect to relative humidity and mixing ratio. Here we show all experiments that were used in the further analysis of the contraction behavior. EQUILIBRIUM RELATIVE HUMIDITY Figure S2 shows the equilibrium relative humidities that were determined from fitting Eq. (1) of the main manuscript to the measured contact angles shown in Fig. S1 . The lines correspond to the behavior of (thermodynamically) ideal mixtures, where, for entropic reasons, the equilibrium vapor pressure scales linearly with the mass fraction of the volatile component in the liquid. 
SIMULATIONS
In lubrication approximation [2, 3] , the evolution equations for height h(r) and vertically averaged mass fraction φ(r) of a radially symmetric thin liquid film are given by equations (2-5) of the main manuscript.
The kernel κ(r, r ) in Eq. (6) of the main manuscript is [3] κ(r, r ) = 4
The pressure-dependent term in Eq. (6) of the main manuscript, together with the disjoining pressure from Eq. (5) of the main manuscript, ensures quasi-equilibrium between the precursor film and the vapor above it. In the experimental settings, typical ratios of precursor thickness h f to droplet heights h 0 are on the order of h f /h 0 ∼ 10 −6 . Hence, I) hydrodynamic processes in the precursor are practically irrelevant on the time scale of the droplet profile evolution, and II) on the latter time scale, the precursor film adapts by evaporation or condensation almost instantaneously to changes in the vapor field because the corresponding height changes / mass exchanges are small. Thus, Eqs. (5,6) of the main manuscript establish an effective "no-flux" boundary condition for the vapor at the substrate around the droplet. In order to obtain manageable simulations times, while keeping the separation of scales as large as possible, we chose h f /h 0 ∼ 10 −5 for most of the simulations. Four control runs with experimental h f /h 0 ∼ 10 −6 were preformed and showed nearly identical results.
The evolution equations are complemented with a noflux boundary condition at r = 0, and, at large r (typically 20 times the droplet radius), an equilibrium condition for the ambient humidity. The evaporation integral is continued beyond the simulation domain with the analytical solution for a homogeneous droplet with identical radius and identical average composition [3] . Simulation profiles are continuous between drop and precursor (cf. Fig. S3 ). To estimate an apparent contact angle, we use Θ app = 2h drop /R drop , where the drop radius is defined by the peak in capillary pressure.
We non-dimensionalize h with h f , the precursor film thickness far from the droplet [3] , and chose the radial length scale r 0 = h 
